The representation of peripheral neural activity in the middle-latency evoked field of primary auditory cortex in humans(1).
Short sweeps with increasing instantaneous frequency (up-chirps) designed to compensate for the propagation delay along the human cochlea enhance the magnitude of wave V of the auditory brainstem responses, while time reversed sweeps (down-chirps) reduce the magnitude of wave V [Dau, T., Wegner, O., Mellert, V., Kollmeier, B., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 107 (2000) 1530-1540]. This effect is due to synchronisation of frequency channels along the basilar membrane and it indicates that cochlear phase delays are preserved up to the input of the inferior colliculus. The present magnetoencephalography study was designed to investigate the influence of peripheral synchronisation on the activation in primary auditory cortex. Spatio-temporal source analysis of middle-latency auditory evoked fields (MAEFs) elicited by clicks and up- and down-chirps showed that up-chirps elicited significantly larger MAEF responses compared to clicks or down-chirps. Both N19m-P30m magnitude and its latency are influenced by peripheral cross-channel phase effects. Furthermore, deconvolution of the empirical source waveforms with spike probability functions simulated with a cochlear model indicated that the source waves for all stimulus conditions could be explained with the same unit-response function, i.e. a far field recorded cortical response of a very small cell assembly along the medio-lateral axis of Heschl's gyrus that receives input from a small number of excitatory fibres. The conclusion is that (i) phase delays between channels in the auditory pathway are preserved up to primary auditory cortex, and (ii) MAEFs can be described by a convolution of a unit-response function with the summary neural activity pattern of the auditory nerve.